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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Language processing in the brain
It has well known that English is the most universal language and has become
furthermore international along with the globalization progresses. As a feature of modern
English, people of non-native English speakers are more than the native English speakers,
and the fact that English communication of non-native language to each other is increasing.
The second foreign language teaching in middle school and high school also as a selective
required courses in many countries of the world. For example, People's Republic of China
and South Korea and Taiwan, as well as in neighboring Asian countries Japan, are actively
promoting English education.
In modern society, language leaning is the inevitable challenges with the globalization
of advanced. There is a need of educational materials which the purpose to promote the
efficient for new language acquisition. Accordingly, it is also asked to clarify the
differences and the common part of the acquisition between the native language and the
foreign language. Therefore, not only a behavioral test score, but also the functional
localization area of brain which could affect has come to be examined. Conventionally,
functional localization of the brain has been to estimate by observing the symptoms that
shown by the patients who suffered damage in the areas of brain. As the most typically
brain area, Broca’s area and Werunicke’ area has been link to language processing since
these areas been reported impairments with patients (Fig 1.1). In the late 19th century,
electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex experiment has given a strong support. With
the development of diagnostic imaging and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
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and computer tomography (CT) in 30 years and more recently, site of the lesion that
could not be confirmed unless from the autopsy findings or operative findings has
becomes to be seen easily, and study of the correspondence between the lesions and
symptoms were dramatically developed. Further addition, the recent remarkable
developments in medical technology, it has become possible to study the localization of
normal

human

brain

function

in

non-invasive.

As

some

examples,

Magnetoencephalography (EEG) could recorded the electrodes which placed on the
surface of the head (eg, cerebral evoked potential) that directly connected to each function
of area, Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI).

Figure 1.1 Wernicke’s area and Broca’s area
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Most individuals can master more than one language and use them freely as needed.
For bilingual individuals, the brain networks of both the first (L1) and second (L2)
languages are dynamically formed in one brain, and therefore, the study of the relationship
of neural substrates between L1 and L2 have been an important question in cognitive
neuroscience. As an application destination, these results obtained from brain imaging
studies by language issue could be applied for the side of language education. The
language teaching materials that have been made on the basis of the behavioral studies can
be supported by the data obtained by the research of fMRI though the fact that whether the
corresponding region in which to operate the language has been activated. In addition,
examine the differences between the activation area of the skilled and unskilled subjects
and stimulate the corresponding areas is also possible method that effective for language
education.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the differences in three important
elements of language which including the orthographic, phonology and semantic.
Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilingual speakers and the native Japanese
speakers were asked to perform varieties of language tasks using both Chinese words and
Japanese kanji.

1.2 Previous study
Recently, the research on language is widely studied. For example, the study of the
Dong with the challenges of the Chinese language (Dong et al., 2005), has revealed the
following things with three types of decision task: orthography decision task, phonological
adaptation task, semantic relation task. In all tasks, (PITC) has played an important role in
the orthography processing of Chinese characters. Further, compared to the phonological
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adaptation task showed left hemisphere lateralization, semantic task related to the
activation of the both hemispheres. It was correspond with previous studies that using the
meaning task of alphabet language which related to difficulty (Wagner, Paré-Blagoev,
Clark, & Poldrack, 2001). The factor of activation of the right brain of the parietal and
frontal may have a relationship to the Chinese logographic system-specific processing.
There are also studies to investigate the functional separation of the language fMRI
study. Some studies (Wu, Cai, Kochiyama, & Osaka, 2007) utilized auditory stimulation to
examined functional separation of the left inferior frontal gyrus with meaning word and
meaningless word in both Japanese word and English word. They found that a wide range
of activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA6 / 44) was observed by English stimulus
than the Japanese stimulus indicating that this area related to automatic processes
represented in syllables and phonemes level. In addition, it can be seen from the ventral
activation of meaning words is always stronger than meaningless words in left inferior
frontal gyrus (BA45/47) with both languages. This area is shown to be an area according
to the lexical or semantic processing and addition to the conditions in the visual stimulus
which has been known conventionally, it revealed a functional separation in the dorsal and
ventral side of the left inferior frontal gyrus in the case of using the auditory stimulus.
Sometimes illiterate person recruited as subject in some study on the elucidation of the
language mechanism. Study of Li et al (Li et al., 2006) adopted the Chinese illiterate and
non-illiterate person as a subject to perform the silent reading of Chinese family name task
and naming road signs task with the visual stimulus. During silent reading word
recognition task, activity in the left middle frontal gyrus and left inferior frontal gyrus is
significant by illiterate subject, where illiterate subject is strong activity in both sides of
superior temporal gyrus. In addition, during naming road signs task, non-illiterate people
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showed strong activity in the middle frontal gyrus and bilateral frontal gyrus, but illiterate
person showed strong activation in the upper left temporal gyrus. Such results may suggest
that the effect of education on the brain not only exert the skills related to the language,
but also to other recognition area.
Research on second language has been roughly divided into two opinions in recent
years. Idea that in charge of portion of language in the brain has been decided or second
language acquisition that is affected by the native language. In 2003, Tan et al study was
compared the brain activity with visual language in Chinese-English bilinguals and native
English speakers (L. H. Tan et al., 2003). By comparing the brain activation of
phonological task and character size decision task in both of Chinese word and English
word, the result showed that brain activity of English word in Chinese-English bilingual is
different from native English speakers. In addition, it also shows that the brain activity of
English word processing by Chinese-English bilingual is highly similar to activity during
the native Chinese word task of themselves. This result support the opinions that second
language acquisition is affected by the native language.
On the other hand, there are also previous studies support the opinion of the former.
The study (Kayako Matsuo et al., 2010) focused to Chinese character and Japanese kanji
which share the logographic system but their phonology systems are distinct. The majority
of Japanese kanji has multiple sounds but with respect to 90% of Chinese kanji has a
single sound. Their study distinguished Japanese word and Chinese word by complex of
sounds, single sound of Japanese words were regarded as Chinese words where was
presented at the same time two it used the challenge to the decision of whether multiple
sounds of Japanese words were regarded as Japanese words. As a result, it was observed
that Japanese Kanji increased brain activation in the left middle frontal gyrus and inferior
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frontal gyrus, the bilateral anterior insula, and the left anterior cingulate cortex, when
compared with the regions that were activated when Chinese characters were used for this
simulation.
Among studies on the second language, there is also a comparison of the brain
activity during language task by subject who adopts in a different language proficiency
level. (Yokoyama et al., 2009) examined the differences of brain activity between
Chinese-Japanese bilinguals and native Japanese speakers in real Japanese word and
pseudo word. Native language speakers showed strong activity in the left middle temporal
gyrus than second language learners. Conversely, the second language learner has showed
strong activity in the left anterior temporal cortex and the lower left parietal cortex than
the native language speakers.
From the fact that there is considerable individual variation in the ability of learning a
second language, there is also some studies focusing on the structure of the brain (the
volume of white matter) and examined the relationship of syntactic ability with left brain
lateralization (Nauchi & Sakai, 2009). And subject to international students and native
English speaking Japanese than English as a first language proficiency, in this study we
used a spell check and challenge the English syntactic task. Result showed that left brain
lateralization of the white gray matter volume which located in central part is correlation
to the percentage of correct answers of syntagmatic task but not seen in the spell check
issue, age, sex and handedness. In other words, such result suggested individual
differences caused by left brain lateralization of the white gray matter volume.
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1.3 The purpose of the present dissertation
Many neuroimaging studies trying to elucidate the relationship of bilingual's brain
network between first and second language (L1 and L2). The brain network of L2 for
bilingual could be affected by the difference with L1 in both writing systems and
languages because of word recognition need the mapping of graphic forms as well as
linguistic forms (Bolger, et al., 2005). According to the "accommodation/assimilation"
hypothesis (Perfetti and Liu, 2005), when the L1 network enough to process the new
acquired language, the neural system of L1 and L2 can be considered as assimilation
pattern. For example, some studies (Cao, et al., 2013; Illes, et al., 1999; Tan, et al., 2003)
have reported that similar brain activation in both L1 and L2 processing by bilinguals. But
if L1 network insufficient to process the new acquired language and using new procedure
that different from L1 or additional areas for L2 processing, the neural system of L1 and
L2 can be considered as accommodation pattern, some studies (Liu, et al., 2007; Nelson, et
al., 2009; Tham, et al., 2005; Zhao, et al., 2012) have reported different activation patterns
for L1 and L2 processing by bilinguals.
Interestingly, to these studies mentioned above that brain activation showed
accommodation pattern between Chinese and English, the additional activated region is
mainly related to the right fusiform. Alphabetic (e.g. English) and logographic (e.g.
Chinese) were significant different in script level, phonological level and semantic level
that many neuroimaging studies (Bolger, et al., 2005; Tan, et al., 2005) have shown differ
markedly in neural activities for reading Chinese compared to reading English. It is
difficult to simply attribute the reason of accommodation/assimilation pattern to the
interaction of script level, phonological level and semantic level or their respectively.
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Respect to bilinguals that accommodation pattern appeared mainly in right fusiform region
associated with character form processing, it will be accompanied by some questions: if
bilinguals' L1 and L2 are both logographic language and only difference in phonological
and semantic level but script level, whether the similarity of script level still lead to
accommodation pattern or turn into assimilation pattern for L2 processing. Moreover in
the case that lack of influence by script level, whether the pattern will be changed by the
difference of phonological and/or semantic level in L2 processing.

1.4 The contents of the dissertation
The aim of the first experiment was to investigate whether character form processing of
Chinese characters and Japanese kanji are consistent. Using whole-brain 3T fMRI with
Chinese–Japanese and Japanese– Chinese bilinguals, the imaging result showed that
Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters were both activated in a set of overlapping regions
which suggesting that Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters are processed using the same
strategy and same pattern during font size judgment. In the second experiment,
considering that the features of Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji are visually similar
and using the same processing strategy, but phonologically different. The aim of the
present

study

using

whole-brain

3T

fMRI

to

investigate

how

the

assimilation/accommodation pattern may be modulated at the phonological level in
Chinese–Japanese and Japanese–Chinese bilinguals. With the respect in imaging result,
Japanese participants showed an assimilation pattern, but Chinese participants showed an
accommodation pattern. The third experiment was to investigate brain response during
semantic comparison of paired Japanese kanji in proficient Chinese–Japanese bilinguals
and Japanese group. The imaging result showed that significantly greater activation of
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Chinese–Japanese bilinguals than Japanese native speakers in left superior parietal lobe
and left posterior insula.
In summary, the dissertation is composed by three experiments to investigate the
relationship of native language and second language across three important elements that
including the orthographic, phonology and semantic of language.
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Chapter 2 Similar neural substrate of character form
processing in Chinese bilinguals and Japanese bilinguals:
evidence from fusiform area
2.1 Summary
It has been proposed that differences brain activation could occurs in the early stages of
visual words processing, especially accompanied by vast difference morphology
between two languages. However, whether such difference will arise by Chinese word and
Japanese kanji which share the similar visual form is still unknown. We addressed this
issue by comparing Chinese word and Japanese kanji font size judgment task in both
Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals with fMRI. Neuroimaging result
showed that visual character form processing of Japanese kanji and Chinese words were
activated in a set of overlapping regions, including the bilateral occipital lobe, bilateral
fusiform region in both the two participant groups. Further, not only the conjunction result
but also the statistical analyses of the ROIs showed that no significant difference in either
of the left and right fusiform areas which specific associate with visual character form
processing. Our result suggest that Japanese kanji and Chinese words are processed using
same strategy for visual character form processing and also Chinese-Japanese and
Japanese-Chinese bilinguals use same pattern for their second processing.

2.2 Background
There are variety of languages in the world and all of these languages have one thing in
common, namely three important elements of language which including the orthographic,
phonology and semantic. Many of neuroimaging study indicated that it has a
10

corresponding brain region responsible for processing these three elements. As the
advantage stage of language process, semantic and phonologic processing generally
associate with the Broca’s(Caplan, 2006; Grewe et al., 2005; Rodd, Davis, & Johnsrude,
2005) and Wernicke areas (Demonet et al., 1992; DeWitt & Rauschecker, 2012, 2013)
while as the early stage of language process (visual recognition), character form
processing generally associate with the fusiform area (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011;
McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003). Corresponding to differences between linguistic
of languages, which the three elements have their own similarity and differences,
respectively, location of the brain function for each elements also distinct. Specific to the
phonologic processing, English processing showed more involvement with inferior frontal
gyrus but Chinese processing showed more involvement with middle frontal gyrus (L. H.
Tan, Laird, Li, & Fox, 2005). For the semantic processing, English and Spanish language
are both associated to left and right frontal regions (Illes et al., 1999).
In response to these differences, for bilinguals，how an exist native language brain
network adapt to deal with new acquisition of another language has been widely tested in
phonologic and semantic level. Many bilingual studies has shown that there were either
similarities or differences of brain networks between languages. (Illes et al., 1999; Tan et
al., 2003; Cao et al., 2013) have reported that activation of bilinguals’ first language is
similar to their second language, in contrast, (Tham et al., 2005, Nelson et al., 2009, Zhao
et al, 2012) have reported that activation of bilinguals’ first and second language are
distinct. It is noteworthy that before the advanced stages of language (phonology, semantic)
processing, there will be occurs differences in the early stages such as visual character
from processing of two languages. English and Chinese words are significantly different
across the orthographic in which English processing showed more involvement with left
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fusiform (Bolger, Perfetti, & Schneider, 2005; Dehaene, Le Clec'H, Poline, Le Bihan, &
Cohen, 2002) but Chinese processing showed more involvement with bilateral fusiform
for orthographic processing (Bolger et al., 2005; L. H. Tan et al., 2005). Such difference in
the early stages inevitable impact on the next stage of advanced processing. For example,
some studies have shown that Chinese-English bilinguals utilized bilateral fusiform to
processing English which were used to recruited in their native Chinese word processing.
While English-Chinese bilinguals only recruit bilateral for English processing but utilize
bilateral fusiform for Chinese word processing. In order to be able to investigate and
determine the differences caused by the advantage of linguistic level，phonological or
semantic levels independently, a crucial question is there need two languages which have
no difference with each other in orthographic level, or the difference negligible enough
that not affect the advanced stage of processing.
Character forms of Chinese word and Japanese kanji virtually the same.

Japanese

kanji is adapted from the traditional Chinese words (Taylor & Taylor, 2014). As the same
feature of the two logographic languages，it all fit into a square-shaped space and
constituted by many strokes, but it also will composed constituted by a set of strokes.
Utilize the features of Chinese word and Japanese kanji are visually similar, the aim of the
present study was to investigate whether the activation pattern of fusiform area of Chinese
words and Japanese kanji which involved in character form processing are consistent.
Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilingual groups were asked to perform font size
judgment tasks using both Chinese words and Japanese kanji. Based on previous studies,
we anticipated the processing of Chinese words and Japanese kanji might be highly
similarity with respect to character form processing.
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2.3 Methods
(1) Subjects
A group of 13 Chinese-Japanese bilinguals (6 female 22 to 24 years of age) and another
group of 13 Japanese-Chinese bilinguals (6 female; 19 to 25 years of age) were recruited
to performing font size judgment. All the Chinese-Japanese bilinguals had been learning
Japanese for at least three years. As foreign students, the Japanese-Chinese bilinguals
recruit from Liaoning University had been learning Chinese for at least two years. All
subjects were right-handed, free of neurological disorders or psychiatric disorders. The
protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Shengjing Hospital of China
Medical University.
(2) Stimuli and design
We conducted a mixed 2×2 factorial design, which stimuli language as the
within-subject factor and subject type as the between-subject factor. Two words Chinese
words and two words of Japanese kanji used in the font size judgment tasks. Half of the
paired Chinese words and Japanese kanji used in the font size judgment tasks were same
font size, and the remaining forms were different font size. All stimuli word used in
current study were pseudo characters which consisted of two real characters and could
pronounce respectively, but all assembled two words stimuli does not give any meaning.
(3) fMRI paradigm
Using a block design, each of the two kinds of stimuli were presented respectively.
Standby message always be presented for 4,000 ms at the beginning of each block, each
stimulus was presented for 2500 ms on the left and right sides of a fixation crosshair and
followed by a fixation interval of 1,500 ms. During the font size judgment, Subjects
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indicated a positive response by pressing the left key corresponding to the index finger of
and a negative response by pressing the right key corresponding to the middle finger their
hand (Fig 2.1). In each session, paired stimuli were presented in 36000 ms blocks, and
following with a 24000 ms blocks of fixation. Chinese-Japanese bilinguals and
Japanese-Chinese bilinguals performed three sessions in both Chinese words and Japanese
kanji.
A 3T Philip signal scanner were used for data collection. A T2*-weighted gradient-echo
planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used for fMRI scan. The following scan parameters
were used: slice thickness = 3.0 mm, slice gap 0 mm, TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV =
192×192, flip angle = 90°, and a 64×64 matrix. After functional scanning, T1-weighted
three-dimensional image was acquired with TR = 9.5 ms, TE = 4.6 ms, 1-mm3 isotropic
voxel size (matrix 256×256×182).

Figure 2.1 Examples of the presentation format in the Japanese kanji rhyming judgment
task. The left button corresponds to the pair of rhyming stimuli, and the right button
corresponds to the pair of non-rhyming stimuli.
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(4) Data analysis
The image processing and data analysis were using the Statistical Parametric Mapping
package (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and Matlab
7.5 (MathWorks, Japan) software. The first four volumes of each task were abandoned
from the analysis to eliminate the non-equilibrium effect of magnetization. To correct for
motion, all functional images of each run were realigned to the first data scan, and
including the T1-weighted anatomical images were then co-registered to the first scan of
the font size judgment task. After that, co-registered T1-weighted anatomical image were
spatially normalized using the standard T1 template from the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI). Functional image were processed following the same parameters of the
normalization and were spatially filtered using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at
half maximum. The fMRI data of each subject were fitted by a general linear model
(GLM) (Friston et al., 1998). The neural activities under each conditions were convolved
with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) to model the BOLD response.
We performed a one-sample t-test analysis across all individual subjects in each group, and
a random effect group analysis with two-way ANOVAs to directly compare the whole
brain activations between the two groups. To determine the common regions for Japanese
kanji and Chinese words in the two groups, we performed a conjunction analysis that
tested for common activation among. The activation maps used a corrected at a threshold
of p< 0.05, corrected with a false discovery rate (FDR) in the whole brain. To adjustments
for differences between the MNI and Talairach coordinates, the brain regions were labeled
using (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). MarsBaR software (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, &
Poline, 2002) was used to calculate the percent BOLD signal change in either two
languages and two groups.
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2.4 Result
(1) Behavior data
The response times and accuracies are summarized in Fig 2.2. The results show longer
response times for Japanese group compared with Chinese group in both Chinese words
and Japanese kanji but no different between accuracy. We performed a two-way ANOVA
(stimulus language as the within-subjects factor and participants of two groups as the
between-subjects factor) for the response time and neither main effect nor interaction was
founded.

Figure 2.2 Response time and accuracy in each group of participants. The error bars
show the standard deviation of the mean.

(2) Imaging data
As shown in Fig 2.3 and Table 2.1, Japanese kanji and Chinese words were both
activated in a set of overlapping regions, including the bilateral occipital lobe, bilateral
fusiform region in the two participant groups. In particular, conjunction result across
Chinese-Japanese bilinguals and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals shown that the activation of
bilateral fusiform occurred not only during Chinese words font size judgment but also
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observed during Japanese kanji processing (Fig 2.4),which indicated that character form
processing of these two languages is very similar.

Figure 2.3 Whole brain activations of the two subject groups for Chinese words and
Japanese kanji font size judgment task. A voxel threshold of P < 0.05, corrected with FDR
were used.
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Table 1. Brain activation in common regions of Japanese kanji and Chinese words in the
two groups.
Region

BA

L Occipital lobe
R Occipital lobe
L Fusiform
R Fusiform

x
-10
14
-36
42

C group Chinese character
y
z
-90
-2
-94
0
-78
-12
-62
-16

T
7.12
7.76
6.58
7.12

x
-12
16
-40
44

J group Chinese character
y
z
-90
-4
-94
2
-64
-14
-68
-14

T
5.94
7.38
4.55
5.48

L Occipital lobe
R Occipital lobe
L Fusiform
R Fusiform

x
-12
12
-32
40

C group Japanese kanji
y
z
-90
-4
-94
0
-74
-20
-60
-16

T
9.57
9.11
6.78
6.25

x
-16
16
-44
46

J group Japanese kanji
y
z
-102
4
-94
2
-66
-14
-68
-16

T
6.75
8.13
4.02
5.06

Figure 2.4 Conjunction result across Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals.
Common activation during Chinese words and Japanese kanji shown that there are highly
similarity between the two languages during font size processing.
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To confirm the differences in activation in common regions, particularly in the bilateral
fusiform region, statistical analyses of the ROIs were performed using a two-way ANOVA
(using stimulus language as the within-subjects factor and participants of two groups as
the between-subjects factor) Fig. 2.5. The fusiform ANOVA showed no significant main
effect of stimuli, main effect of group and interaction in both the left and right hemi.

Figure 2.5 Results of the region of interest analysis in each region between the two
groups. No significant effects was observed in either of the hemisphere.

2.5 Discussion
In the present study, we investigated whether the activation pattern of fusiform area of
Chinese words and Japanese kanji which involved in character form processing are
consistent between Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals. The results showed
that the activation of bilateral fusiform during Chinese word processing was highly similar
to that of Japanese kanji in both Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals. A
comparison of conjunction analysis between the two languages revealed that the activation
pattern during character form processing in Japanese kanji was highly similar to Chinese
words, whereas the statistical analyses of the ROIs also showed no significant main effect
of stimuli, main effect of group interaction in both the left and right hemi. Our result
19

revealed that the same as logographic language, character form processing of Chinese
words and Japanese kanji both associate with bilateral fusiform areas, further,
Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals both utilizes bilateral fusiform to deal
with second logographic language without changing.
We observed a similar activity pattern for character form processing in the bilateral
fusiform region. Regardless the participant group or stimulus language, the same pattern
of bilateral fusiform activation was observed during the font size judgment. Several
bilingual studies (Cao, Tao, Liu, Perfetti, & Booth, 2013; Liu, Dunlap, Fiez, & Perfetti,
2007; Nelson, Liu, Fiez, & Perfetti, 2009; L. H. Tan et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2012) have
shown bilateral fusiform activation in processing Chinese words in contrast to
left-lateralized fusiform activation in processing English words for English-Chinese
bilinguals. The extra activity in the right fusiform region reflected the fact that Chinese
words are more complex than English words in visual form processing, particularly for the
low spatial frequency component where alphabetic processing is not required. Bilateral
fusiform region was also activated during Japanese kanji processing in contrast to
Japanese kana processing for Japanese speakers (Ha Duy Thuy et al., 2004; Ino, Nakai,
Azuma, Kimura, & Fukuyama, 2009; Maki S. Koyama, Stein, Stoodley, & Hansen, 2011;
Ueki et al., 2006). Moreover, (Maki Sophia Koyama, Stein, Stoodley, & Hansen, 2014)
reported that both Japanese-English and English-Japanese bilinguals showed weaker
leftward lateralization for Japanese kanji processing in contrast to English word processing.
The similarities reported in studies of Japanese kanji and Chinese words contrast to
English suggest that the two logographic languages require the same strategy for visual
character form processing. Namely the similar feature which the visual form of Japanese
kanji are more complex than Japanese kana that similar to the relationship Chinese word
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relative to English word, and right fusiform area is crucial for special construction of
character form of logographic languages. Thus, the results obtained in the present study
not only are consistent with those of previous studies, but also are consistent with the
study design used herein. We anticipated that the visual similarities in Chinese words and
Japanese kanji would evoke similar activation patterns in character form processing. The
statistical analyses of the ROI showed no significant main effect of language between
Japanese kanji and Chinese words in both left/right fusiform areas, which suggests that in
dealing with Chinese words and Japanese kanji, which are substantially identical in visual
character form, the character form processing was highly similar in the two languages.
However, the cluster of activation was slightly lower for the Japanese-Chinese bilinguals
in both Chinese words and Japanese kanji processing contrast to Chinese-Japanese
bilinguals. The effect of Japanese mixed language system is one possibility, as Japanese
have kana (syllabograms) system and kanji (logographic), Japanese-Chinese bilinguals not
required to deal with kanji in the whole case. When Japanese speakers sometimes deal
with the whole kana environment, they will more recruit left-fusiform area only and the
right-fusiform area will not activate. Such fact may lead Japanese speakers used to utilize
left-only or bilateral fusiform alternatively that does not need to invoke on the right
fusiform all the times. However, no matter either the cluster of activity changes in Chinese
words and Japanese kanji for Japanese-Chinese bilinguals, regarding to visual character
form processing, the fact that Japanese kanji and Chinese words are processed using same
strategy but also Chinese-Japanese and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals use same pattern for
their second processing will not change.
A limitation of the current study is that we only tested pseudocharacters and not have
examine the real Chinese word and Japanese kanji which can exhibit the meaning on the
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two groups of bilinguals, it would be important for the conclusion about early processing
of visual character form effect to advantage processing of language such as phonologic
and semantic.
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Chapter 3 Differences in phonological properties of the same
logographic writing system modulate the cortical activation
pattern of second language in bilinguals
3.1 Summary
In

the

neuroimaging

field

of

bilinguals,

an

important

hypothesis

-

the

assimilation/accommodation hypothesis - has been tested across alphabetic (e.g., English)
and logographic (e.g., Chinese) languages that possess different properties in orthography
and phonology. In the present study, we minimized the effects of orthography to test this
hypothesis. Using fMRI, a group of native Japanese speakers who were late bilinguals in
Chinese and a group of native Chinese speakers who were late bilinguals in Japanese were
recruited to perform rhyming judgment tasks using both Japanese Kanji and Chinese
characters, which share essentially consistent graphic forms of characters. We found a set
of overlapping cortical regions, including the bilateral fusiform, bilateral occipital lobe,
supplementary motor area, left superior parietal lobe, bilateral insula, and bilateral middle
frontal gyrus, which were activated regardless of group or language. Furthermore, the
Japanese participants recruited the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus for the phonological
processing of both Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters, whereas Chinese participants
only recruited the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus to process Japanese Kanji, but not
Chinese characters. These results suggest that the Japanese and Chinese participants
exhibited distinct, phonology-based assimilation/accommodation patterns. Specifically,
Japanese participants showed an assimilation pattern, which suggests that the existing
brain network for Japanese Kanji comprehension is recruited to process Chinese characters.
Meanwhile, Chinese participants showed an accommodation pattern, which suggests that
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the existing brain network for Chinese characters is insufficient for processing the
increased phonological valence of Japanese Kanji and that Japanese Kanji-related regions
are thus provoked to process that language. Our findings shed new light on the
understanding of how linguistic differences modulate cortical organization of language.

3.2 Background
Most individuals can master more than one language and use them freely as needed. For
bilingual individuals, the brain networks of both the first (L1) and second (L2) languages
are dynamically formed in one brain, and therefore, the study of the relationship of neural
substrates between L1 and L2 have been an important question in cognitive neuroscience.
According to the accommodation/assimilation hypothesis (C. Perfetti & Liu, 2005), when
the L1 brain network is sufficient to process the newly acquired language, the neural
system of L2 can be considered an assimilation pattern; however, when the L1 brain
network is insufficient to process the new language and uses a novel procedure that is
different from L1 or recruits additional regions for L2 processing, the neural system of L2
can be considered an accommodation pattern. Previous neuroimaging studies that were
conducted during rhyming judgment tasks in Chinese-English bilinguals (Cao, Tao, et al.,
2013; L. H. Tan et al., 2003), semantic tasks in Chinese-English bilinguals (Chee, Caplan,
et al., 1999; Chee, Hon, Lee, & Soon, 2001; Chee, Tan, & Thiel, 1999; Chee et al., 2000;
L. H. Tan et al., 2011) and semantic decision tasks in English-Spanish bilinguals (Illes et
al., 1999) have reported that the activation of L2 processing was similar to L1, which
suggests an assimilation pattern. In contrast, other studies of English-Chinese bilinguals
(Cao, Vu, et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2012) have
reported differences in the activation of L2 processing with respect to L1, which suggests
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an accommodation pattern. Interestingly, in studies that identify accommodation patterns,
L1 was primarily alphabetic (e.g., English), and L2 was logographic (e.g., Chinese).
Conversely, in studies that identify assimilation patterns, L2 was primarily alphabetic (e.g.,
English, Spanish), and L1 was logographic (e.g., Chinese).
Visual word recognition requires the mapping of both character and linguistic forms.
Alphabetic (e.g., English) and logographic (e.g., Chinese) languages are significantly
different at both the script and phonological levels. Furthermore, meta-analyses (Bolger et
al., 2005; L. H. Tan et al., 2005) have shown marked differences in the neural activities
that are required to read Chinese when compared with English. For bilinguals,
accommodation/assimilation patterns have been widely demonstrated, but it remains
unknown what specific linguistic properties lead to the formation of these patterns. Thus,
to

investigate

the

effects

of

either

script

or

phonological

levels

in

assimilation/accommodation patterns, it is necessary to minimize the differences in one
level while examining the other level. Ideally, Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters
provide an opportunity to discriminate these two factors.
As a logographic writing system, Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji share an
essentially identical graphic form, but their phonology systems are distinct. At the script
level, Chinese characters fit into a square-shaped space that comprises strokes or
component radicals, which are formed by a set of strokes. The Japanese Kanji used in the
modern Japanese writing system was adapted from the logographic Chinese characters
(Taylor & Taylor, 2014). At the phonological level, Chinese characters are logographic,
which means that each character represents a single syllable and usually has only one
pronunciation. Approximately 85% of Chinese characters are phonetic compounds that
include a phonetic radical that might provide information concerning the pronunciation of
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the characters (L.-H. Tan & Perfetti, 1998). Meanwhile only 38% of phonetic radicals are
helpful for the pronunciation of whole characters. As a logographic writing system,
Japanese Kanji have multiple potential pronunciations, and the specific pronunciation of a
Kanji character in a word or sentence is determined according to its context. Additionally,
while reading compound Kanji words with more than one character, these compound
words are recognized as a new unit to avoid arbitrarily assigning the pronunciation of a
single character. These important differences at the phonological level may manifest
themselves in the functional neuroanatomy that is required for reading.
Neuroanatomical models of reading have assumed that several brain regions are crucial.
The fusiform region is typically considered a region that is associated with the visual
spatial processing of character forms processing. In this model, the bilateral fusiform
region is involved in Chinese characters processing, while only the left fusiform region is
activated for English processing (Bolger et al., 2005; Cao, Tao, et al., 2013; Liu et al.,
2007; Nelson et al., 2009; L. H. Tan et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2012). Similar to the
recognition of Chinese characters, and in contrast to English and syllabic Japanese Kana,
the recognition of logographic Japanese Kanji also requires the recruitment of the bilateral
fusiform (Ha Duy Thuy et al., 2004; Ino et al., 2009; Maki S. Koyama et al., 2011; Ueki et
al., 2006). These similarities, which imply a role of the bilateral fusiform region in the
character form recognition process of logographic languages, further evidence that
Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji are suitable stimuli for minimizing the effect of
script.
In addition, previous neuroimaging studies have attempted to address the main
phonological differences between Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji. A neuroimaging
study (Huang, Itoh, Kwee, & Nakada, 2012) of Japanese and Chinese speakers reading
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both Japanese and Chinese sentences reported that, with the exception of some common
regions, there were certain Japanese-specific regions, such as the left ventral premotor
cortex, and Chinese-specific regions, such as the lateral occipital cortex. In view of the
Japanese use of mixed Kanji and Kana systems, the discrepancies in the linguistic features
are assumed to result in differential neural activities for Kana and Kanji. During
homophonic judgments that use a pair of single Japanese Kanji characters in contrast with
Chinese characters (Matsuo et al., 2010), in which Japanese Kanji were used to simulate
Chinese characters, it was observed that Japanese Kanji increased brain activation in the
left MFG and IFG, the bilateral anterior insula, and the left anterior cingulate cortex, when
compared with the regions that were activated when Chinese characters were used for this
simulation. Thus, it is possible that there are some common regions for both real Chinese
characters and Japanese Kanji as well as distinct regions for each logographic language.
Considering that the features of Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji are visually
similar, but phonologically different, the aim of the present study was to investigate how
the assimilation/accommodation pattern may be modulated at the phonological level.
Japanese and Chinese subjects were asked to perform rhyming judgment tasks using both
Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji. Based on previous studies, we anticipated the
processing of Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji might display extensive similarity
with respect to character form processing but significantly different neural substrates for
phonological processes. Furthermore, we also expected to find evidence to support
assimilation/accommodation patterns.

3.3 Methods
(1) Subjects
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Thirteen native Chinese speakers who learned Japanese as a second language (6 females
and 7 males; 22 to 24 years of age) and thirteen native Japanese speakers who learned
Chinese as second language (6 females and 7 males; 19 to 25 years of age) were recruited
into this study. The Chinese participants had been learning Japanese as a second language
for three to five years, and they had all passed the Japanese-Language N1 Proficiency Test
(the most difficult level, which requires the ability to understand Japanese in a variety of
circumstances). The Japanese participants, who were originally from Japan, had been
learning Chinese as a second language for two to six years while living in China. All
subjects were strongly right-handed, had no history of neurological disorders, and were
recruited from the Liaoning University in China. This protocol was approved through the
Ethics Committee of ShengJing Hospital of China Medical University.
(2) Stimuli and study design
A mixed 2×2 factorial design was conducted, including one between-subject factor,
subject type (native Chinese versus native Japanese), and a within-subject factor, language
(Chinese characters versus Japanese Kanji). We selected 48 pairs of rhyming Chinese
characters and 48 pairs of rhyming Japanese Kanji for use in the rhyme judgment tasks.
Half of the paired Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji that were used in the rhyme
judgment tasks were same rhyming, while the remaining forms were non-rhyming. All
Chinese characters that were used in the phonologic tasks were matched in high
frequencies (average appearance 48.7 per million) (Da, 2004). All Japanese Kanji were
selected from the Japanese-Language Proficiency Test that is administered through the
joint organization of the Japan Foundation and Japan Educational Exchanges and Services.
(3) fMRI paradigm
The stimuli (both Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji) were presented using a block
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design and each task blocks prior to baseline block. During the baseline block, a fixation
crosshair was presented for 24-sec. Each pair of stimuli was projected onto a screen at the
feet of the subject. The subject lay in a supine position in the MRI tunnel while looking at
the stimulus on the screen in the mirror, which was fitted to the head coil (viewing angle,
7.4×3.6 degrees). At the beginning of each run, the prepared information would be
presented for 4-sec and then followed by a pair of stimuli that were presented on the left
and right sides of a fixation crosshair for 2.5-sec, with an interval of 1.5-sec. During the
rhyming judgment, subjects pressed a button under the left index finger when a pair of
rhyming stimuli was presented or a button under the right middle finger when a pair of
non-rhyming stimuli was presented (Fig 3.1). Paired stimuli were randomized within
36-sec blocks, including four pairs of positive stimuli and four pairs of negative stimuli
that served as fillers. Both native Chinese and native Japanese speakers performed three
sessions of the two languages, respectively.

Figure 3.1 Examples of the presentation format in the rhyming judgment task.
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Scanning was performed using a 3T Philip signal scanner at the ShengJing Hospital of
the China Medical University. A T2*-weighted gradient-echo planar imaging (EPI)
sequence was used for fMRI scan, with the following parameters: slice thickness = 3.0
mm, slice gap 0 mm, TR = 2-sec, TE = 0.03-sec, FOV = 192×192, flip angle = 90°, and a
64×64 matrix. After functional scanning, an anatomical image was acquired using a
T1-weighted spin echo pulse sequence with a 1-mm3 isotropic voxel size (matrix
256×256×182).
(4) Data analysis
The imaging data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping package (SPM8;
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and Matlab 7.5 (MathWorks,
Japan) software. The first four volumes of each task were excluded from the analysis to
eliminate the non-equilibrium effects of magnetization. Scans were spatially realigned to
the first volume of the first time series. The T1-weighted anatomical images were
co-registered to the first scan of the functional image and subsequently normalized to the
standard T1 template image, according to the Montreal Neurological Institute (Cocosco,
Kollokian, Kwan, Pike, & Evans, 1997). The data were spatially smoothed with an
isotropic 8-mm full-wide half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. A general linear
model (GLM) was fitted to the fMRI data for each subject (Friston et al., 1998). The
blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal for all tasks was modeled using boxcar
functions that were convolved using the canonical hemodynamic response function. At the
first level, one-sample t-test analysis was conducted. All six sessions (three Chinese and
three Japanese) were included in a design matrix for each subject. Subsequently, we
evaluated the linear contrasts in each subject and obtained contrast images for the
random-effect group analysis. A second-level analysis was performed with a full factorial
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design to obtain each group result and group comparisons (e.g., Chinese participants
versus Japanese participants for Chinese characters processing). To determine the common
regions for Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters in the two groups, the viewing of a
stimuli were compared for viewing of a fixation across all participants and all languages.
The SPM [T] maps were generated at a threshold of p< 0.05 and were corrected with a
false discovery rate (FDR) in the whole brain. The brain regions were labeled using
(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) after adjustments for differences between the MNI and
Talairach coordinates. We conducted an ROI analysis of the common brain regions to
evaluate significant differences in regional signal changes between the two languages and
the two participant groups. We used the MarsBaR toolbox (Brett et al., 2002) to calculate
the % signal changes for the ROIs. We extracted the % signal changes from
8-mm-diameter spheres that were centered on the peak coordinates.

3.4 Results
(1) Behavioral data
The response times and accuracies are summarized in Fig 3.2. The results show longer
response times and lower accuracies for L2 when compared with L1 in both participant
groups. We performed a two-way ANOVA (stimulus language as the within-subjects factor
and participants of two groups as the between-subjects factor) for the response time and
accuracy. With regard to response time, a significant main effect of stimulus language (F
(1, 24) = 5.964, P < 0.05), a significant main effect of participant (F (1, 24) = 6.092, P <
0.05) and a significant interaction of stimulus language × participant (F (1, 24) = 10.626, P
< 0.01) were observed. Pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that
the Japanese Kanji resulted in significantly longer response times than did the Chinese
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characters for Chinese participants (F (1, 24) = 16.265, P < 0.001). In addition, Japanese
participants had significantly longer response times than did Chinese participants in the
Chinese characters judgment (F (1, 24) = 13.946, P < 0.001). With respect to accuracy, we
also observed a significant interaction of stimulus language × participant (F (1, 24) =
56.091, P < 0.001) and main group effect (F (1, 24) = 8.573, P < 0.01). Pairwise
comparisons with Bonferroni corrections showed that L1 resulted in significantly higher
accuracy than did L2 for both Chinese (F (1, 24) = 27.082, P < 0.001) and Japanese
participants (F (1, 24) = 29.025, P < 0.001). In addition, Chinese participants had
significantly higher accuracies than did Japanese participants in Chinese characters
judgment (F (1, 24) = 48.614, P < 0.001), while Japanese participants showed a
significantly higher accuracy than did Chinese participants in Japanese Kanji judgment (F
(1, 24) = 12.931, P = 0.001).

Figure 3.2 Response time and accuracy in Chinese participants (C group) and Japanese
participants (J group). The error bars show the standard deviation of the mean. Significant
effects are indicated with brackets (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001)

(2) Imaging data
As shown in Fig 3.3 and Table 3.1, Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters both strongly
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activated a set of overlapping regions in the two participant groups, including the bilateral
occipital lobe, bilateral fusiform region, left superior parietal lobe (LSPL), supplementary
motor area (SMA), bilateral insula and bilateral middle frontal gyrus (MFG). The left
temporoparietal regions that are crucial for the phonological processing of alphabetic
words were either not or very weakly activated. In particular, Chinese participants showed
additional activation in the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) region when viewing
Japanese Kanji processing, but not while viewing Chinese characters. Conversely,
Japanese participants utilized the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus region for processing both
Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters. For Chinese participants, not only was the brain
activation pattern of L2 different than that of L1, but the cluster of activation for L2 was
also significantly larger in contrast to that which was observed for L1.

Figure 3.3 Brain activation is associated with the rhyming judgment task of Chinese
characters and Japanese Kanji in Chinese participants and Japanese participants. The
activation maps in the left column show that the L2 of Japanese participants was similar to
the L1. The activation maps in the right column show that the L2 of Chinese participants is
different from the L1. In both groups, the left temporopariental regions were either not or
weakly activated in the phonological judgment in reading, which differs from previous
findings of alphabetic languages with similar tasks.
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TABLE 3.1. Brain activation of L1 and L2 for the two groups.
Anatomical Region
BA
Native Japanese speaker in L2
R Occipital lobe
17/18
L MFG/IFG
6/9/44
SMA
6/32
L Parietal lobe
7/40
R Insula
47
L Occipital lobe
17/18
R Fusiform
37
L Fusiform
37
L Insula
47
R MFG/IFG
6/9/44
Native Japanese speaker in L1
R Occipital lobe
17/18
L Occipital lobe
17/18
SMA
6/32
L MFG/IFG
6/9/44
L Fusiform
37
R Fusiform
37
L Parietal lobe
7/40
L Insula
47
R Insula
47
R MFG/IFG
6/9/44
Native Chinese speaker in L2
R Occipital lobe
17/18
L Occipital lobe
17/18
R Fusiform
37
L Parietal lobe
7/40
SMA
6/32
L MFG/IFG
6/9/44
L Insula
47
R Insula
47
L Fusiform
37
Native Chinese speaker in L1
R Occipital lobe
17/18
L Fusiform
37
R Occipital lobe
17/18
R Fusiform
37
L Parietal lobe
7/40
R Caudate
L Caudate
L MFG/IFG
6/9/44

Voxels

T value

x

y

z

664
2340
950
459
234
1063
551
442
190
7

10.68
9.47
9.17
8.67
8.38
8.35
8.25
7.88
7.6
5.13

13
-34
-3
-22
31
-15
38
-41
-29
47

-95
4
12
-67
18
-102
-69
-65
20
28

-3
23
48
35
-5
-4
-18
-18
-1
26

528
1199
618
1752
463
307
261
271
97
84

11.45
9.96
8.72
8.48
7.48
6.35
6.93
6.86
6.18
5.46

13
-13
-3
-36
-41
38
-25
-40
29
45

-95
-102
14
10
-63
-71
-56
16
20
30

-3
-4
46
23
-26
-18
41
-8
-5
26

364
1421
790
297
519
935
154
151
716

10.08
8.95
8.93
8.33
7.78
7.76
7.21
7.03
6.75

10
-11
36
-32
-3
-43
29
-29
-45

-95
-91
-71
-48
14
8
20
22
-58

-7
-8
-23
31
44
23
-5
-4
-17

58
330
492
244
28
16
8
57

7.86
6.87
6.78
5.9
5.1
5.03
4.99
*3.59

10
-41
-11
38
-31
12
-10
-47

-95
-60
-91
-71
-50
-11
-9
6

-5
-17
-8
-22
29
22
20
30
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This may be because L2 processing is more difficult than is L1 processing. In contrast,
for Japanese participants, the activation pattern and cluster of activation for L2 processing
was highly similar to those for L1. Fig 3.4 shows the results of a direct comparison
between Japanese participants and Chinese participants during each language acquisition.
For Chinese character processing, only Japanese participants showed a greater activation
than did Chinese participants in the left IFG, bilateral insula, left SPL, left inferior parietal
lobule, right medial frontal gyrus, right cerebellum, right occipital lobe and SMA, but no
regions were activated more strongly in the other direction. In contrast, for Japanese Kanji
processing, Chinese participants showed greater activation only in left SPL, when
compared to Japanese participants, and also no regions were activated more strongly in the
reversed comparison.

Figure 3.4 Brain activation is associated with comparisons between Japanese
participants and Chinese participants in each language. (A) Chinese character rhyming
judgment task. (B) Japanese Kanji rhyming judgment task.
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To confirm the differences in activation in common regions (Fig 3.5A and Table 3.2),
particularly in the bilateral MFG, bilateral IFG, bilateral insula region and LSPL, which are
generally associated with phonological processing, statistical analyses of the ROIs were
performed using a two-way ANOVA (using stimulus language as the within-subjects factor
and participants of two groups as the between-subjects factor) (Fig. 5 B). The MFG
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of stimulus language only in the left MFG (F (1,
24) = 30.759, P< 0.001) as well as a significant interaction of participant × stimulus
language only in the left MFG (F (1, 24) = 7.091, P < 0.05). Pairwise comparisons using
Bonferroni corrections showed that a stronger activation of Japanese Kanji, when
compared with Chinese characters for Chinese participants, in the left MFG (F (1, 24) =
33.847, P< 0.001). In addition, activation in Japanese participants was significantly
stronger than in Chinese participants in Chinese characters judgment in the left MFG (F (1,
24) = 11.646, P < 0.01). The IFG ANOVA showed a significant main effect of stimulus
language only in the left IFG (F (1, 24) = 17.466, P< 0.001), and a significant interaction
of participant × stimulus language in the left IFG (F (1, 24) = 29.164, P < 0.001), but not
in the right IFG (P > 0.05). Pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed a
stronger activation following perception of Japanese Kanji, when compared with that of
Chinese characters, for Chinese participants in the left (F (1, 24) = 45.885, P< 0.001) and
right IFG (F (1, 24) = 6.039, P< 0.05). In addition, activation in Japanese participants was
significantly stronger than in Chinese participants in Chinese characters judgment in the
left (F (1, 24) = 10.657, P < 0.01) and right IFG (F (1, 24) = 6.515, P < 0.05). The insula
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of stimulus language only in the left insula (F (1,
24) = 7.473, P< 0.05), and a significant interaction of participant × stimulus language in
the left (F (1, 24) = 26.228, P < 0.001) and right insula (F (1, 24) = 14.543, P < 0.001).
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Pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that the activation of Japanese
Kanji was stronger than that of Chinese characters for Chinese participants in the left (F (1,
24) = 30.851, P< 0.001) and right insula (F (1, 24) = 13.907, P< 0.001). In addition, the
activation in Japanese participants was significantly stronger than in Chinese participants
in Chinese characters judgment in the left (F (1, 24) = 6.657, P < 0.05) and right insula (F
(1, 24) = 8.42 P < 0.01). The LSPL ANOVA showed a significant main effect of stimulus
language (F (1, 24) = 5.37, P< 0.05) and a significant interaction of participant × stimulus
language in the LSPL (F (1, 24) = 39.291, P < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons using
Bonferroni corrections showed that the activation of Japanese Kanji was stronger than that
of Chinese characters for Chinese participants (F (1, 24) = 36.856, P< 0.001) and the
activation of Chinese characters was stronger than that of Japanese Kanji for Japanese
participants (F (1, 24) = 7.805, P< 0.01). In addition, the activation in Japanese
participants was significantly stronger than that in Chinese participants in Chinese
characters judgment (F (1, 24) = 8.934 P < 0.01). No significant main group effect in both
the left and right hemi was observed for all of the above-mentioned regions.
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Figure 3.5 Common regions were obtained from a second level analysis with full
factorial design across all participants and languages. Results of the region of interest
analysis in each region between the two groups.
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Table 3.2 Brain activation in common regions of Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters
in the two groups.
Anatomical Region
R Occipital lobe
L Occipital lobe
R Fusiform
L Fusiform
SMA
L Parietal lobe
L MFG/IFG
L Insula
R Insula
R Caudate
L Caudate
R MFG

BA
17/18
17/18
37
37
6/32
7/40
6/9/44
47
47

6/9/44

Voxels
912
1941
974
998
1243
614
3481
271
312
187
124
132

T value
19.37
15.66
14.05
13.23
14.53
12.99
12.63
12.08
12.15
7.82
7.52
7.07

x

y
12
-11
38
-43
-3
-22
-43
-29
29
13
-10
47

z
-95
-102
-71
-62
12
-65
8
22
20
-9
-7
28

-5
-6
-20
-25
46
35
25
-3
-5
20
19
26

3.5 Discussion
In the present study, we investigated how the assimilation/accommodation pattern may
be modulated at the phonological level in two participants groups of bilingual speakers.
The results demonstrated that the pattern of activation during Chinese character processing
in Japanese participants was different from the native language network of Chinese
participants but similar to the native language network of their own. Furthermore, Chinese
participants showed a significantly stronger activation and utilized additional regions
(bilateral IFG) for Japanese Kanji processing in contrast to the native language network of
their own. Additionally, the activation pattern was similar to that of the native language
network for Japanese participants. These differences in activation of the IFG occurred
between the two groups while perceiving L2, when compared to L1. This was also
confirmed by direct comparison of the two groups. Japanese participants showed greater
activation than did Chinese participants, particularly in the left IFG for Chinese characters
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processing. Differences in character form processing between Chinese characters and
Japanese Kanji did not occur, which is unlike previous studies that reported differences
being evoked by character form processing between Chinese character and English or
between Japanese Kanji and Japanese Kana. At the relatively pure phonological level, our
current results still support the assimilation/accommodation hypothesis, where Japanese
participants showed an assimilation pattern, but Chinese participants showed an
accommodation pattern. To investigate the reason for the different patterns of assimilation
and accommodation between Japanese and Chinese participants, respectively, a discussion
of the related regions is provided below.
(1) Similarity in phonologic processing for logographic languages
MFG is more associated with comparisons between Chinese characters and English
words (Cao, Tao, et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2009; L. H. Tan et al., 2005; L.
H. Tan, Liu, et al., 2001; L. H. Tan et al., 2003). Similar to Chinese characters, several
studies suggest that MFG has an important role in Japanese Kanji processing (Ha Duy
Thuy et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2012; Kayako Matsuo et al., 2010; K. Matsuo et al., 2001;
Kayako Matsuo et al., 2003). One of the functions of the MFG is associated with visual
information selection in logographic character processing (Kayako Matsuo et al., 2010; K.
Matsuo et al., 2001; L. H. Tan, Liu, et al., 2001). Moreover, MFG specifically aids the
short memory with access to phonological and semantic information for processing
orthographic character forms (C. A. Perfetti, Liu, & Tan, 2005). Consistent with previous
studies and according to the rules of the current study, both Chinese participants and
Japanese participants are accustomed to using bilateral MFG to analyze the visual
information of logographic languages and access the corresponding phonologic unit. The
results of the ROI analysis showed different activity intensities in the left MFG between
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L1 and L2 for Chinese participants but not for Japanese participants. This result might
reflect differences in the mode access to phonological information between Japanese Kanji
and Chinese characters. Japanese participants are adapted to the feature of Japanese Kanji,
whereby a single word could generally be assigned to multiple phonological candidates,
and the definitive pronunciation is determined according to its context. Thus, Japanese
participants are exceptional at recognizing complex and multiple phonologic processes
and are thereby naturally able to handle the single syllable demands of Chinese characters
in a manner that is similar to native Chinese readers (Huang et al., 2012). Accustomed to
each Chinese character representing a single syllable, the native network of Chinese
participants is hardly able to adapt to the mode of multiple phonologic candidates in
Japanese Kanji without any changes. This additional selection demand in Japanese Kanji
processing might result in increased left MFG activation. This demand is the same reason
for increasing evocation of insula activation and further recruitment additional regions
(bilateral IFG) that are not included in the native network of Chinese participants.
The insula is another common region that is used during the phonologic processing of
the two languages and shows similar activation patterns with the MFG for both of the two
groups in the present study. An important function of the insula is the participation of this
region in the brain network and its association with phonologic processing. It has been
reported that the insula is associated with sound production for logographic language (e.g.,
Japanese Kanji) processing (Kayako Matsuo et al., 2010). Additionally, a study in
Japanese patients (Sakurai, Asami, & Mannen, 2010) reported that lesions in the insula
induce spelling impairment and phonological agraphia, thereby resulting in phonological
problems. The activation of the insula has also been observed during overt speech in other
neuroimaging studies (Bohland & Guenther, 2006; Carreiras, Mechelli, & Price, 2006;
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Riecker et al., 2005), which affirmed that the insula plays an important role in language
phonologic processing. The insula has also been implicated in visuospatial attention
(Gitelman et al., 1999; Ino et al., 2009; Kim et al., 1999). According to a study of Japanese
language recognition in Japanese speakers (Ino et al., 2009), insula activation results from
Japanese Kanji recognition in contrast to Japanese Kana because the visuospatial
recognition of Japanese Kanji is more complex than that of Japanese Kana. These
functions, which are associated with both phonological and visuospatial processing, might
explain the particularity of logographic language processing. The phonological processing
of Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji are markedly different from the principles of
alphabetic language, which are constituted by graphemes and phonemes (Cao, Vu, et al.,
2013; L. H. Tan, Feng, Fox, & Gao, 2001). Alphabetic languages tend to recruit the left
inferior frontal gyrus and the left temporoparietal cortex for alphabetic reading (Bolger et
al., 2005; L. H. Tan et al., 2005). Furthermore, for logographic languages processing, the
insula not only cooperates with the MFG to process phonologic information but also
cooperates to process visual information for the special feature of morphological structures,
which is not required in alphabetic languages.
There is another potential possibility for the activation of the MFG and insula being
struggler during L2 processing than during L1 in Chinese participants. Most native
Chinese speakers are familiar with Japanese Kanji, whether learned or not, as Japanese
Kanji adopted traditional logographic Chinese characters. Therefore, when Japanese Kanji
are presented to Chinese participants, these individuals process the phonology according
to the rules of either Japanese Kanji or Chinese characters. The knowledge of traditional
Chinese characters may confuse Chinese participants at the phonologic level and increases
the difficulty inadvertently. Thus, it is reasonable that significant increases in the activation
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of the left MFG and bilateral insula were observed for Chinese participants during L2
processing, in contrast to L1, whereas Japanese participants used the bilateral MFG and
bilateral insula in processing both L2 and L1, with no significant increase in activation.
(2) Different feature between Chinese character and Japanese Kanji processing
The IFG was the most specific region that shows distinct differences between L1 and
L2 processing in Japanese participants and Chinese participants. Indeed, no activation of
the IFG was observed for Chinese participants in L1 processing, but additional activation
of the bilateral IFG was observed for L2 processing. This finding was different from that
for Japanese participants, wherein the activation of the bilateral IFG was closely
associated with L1 phonologic processing and further associated with L2 processing. The
direct comparison of the two groups during Chinese characters processing also indicates
that Japanese participants are accustomed to recruiting the IFG region, in contrast to
Chinese participants (Fig. 4 A), which indicates that this area may be specifically activated
for Japanese Kanji processing as a part of the intrinsic neural network. In contrast to
alphabetic language processing that generally arouses IFG activation, Chinese character
rhyming processing is more inclined to replace the IFG with the MFG (Nelson et al., 2009;
Zhao et al., 2012). The same as for a logographic writing system, but still different from
Chinese character perception, the activation of the IFG in addition to the MFG has been
reported frequently for Japanese Kanji processing (Ha Duy Thuy et al., 2004; Ino et al.,
2009; Maki S. Koyama et al., 2011; Maki Sophia Koyama et al., 2014; Nakamura,
Dehaene, Jobert, Bihan, & Kouider, 2005). These observations logically follow from the
characteristics of this logographic writing system, wherein Japanese Kanji is most notably
different from Chinese characters in that Chinese characters only represent a single
syllable while multiple phonologic candidates of Japanese Kanji compete until assigned a
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pronunciation according to the context or the recognition of compound words as a new
unit. The increased phonological valence of Japanese Kanji, which results in IFG
activation, is in agreement with previous studies that have reported the activation of the
IFG for information conflicts in language processing (Kan & Thompson-Schill, 2004;
Snyder, Feigenson, & Thompson-Schill, 2007). Our current results are consistent with a
previous study that indicated that the IFG is more involved in Japanese word processing
than in Chinese word processing, where Japanese speakers might develop a route,
including the prefrontal regions, for Japanese Kanji processing (Kayako Matsuo et al.,
2010). In addition, the IFG was also more robustly activated in native alphabetic language
speakers who were late bilinguals in Chinese (L2) than in native Chinese speakers (L1)
during Chinese word phonological processing (Zhao et al., 2012). Thus, the IFG might not
only represent an area that is specific to Japanese Kanji, but it could also be considered as
a general L2 region that is specifically used for phonologic processing. Therefore, it is
possible that the results of the present study suggest that Chinese participants recruit the
IFG for processing Japanese Kanji.
Notably, activation of the LSPL in Chinese participants and Japanese participants was
increased during L2 processing in contrast to L1 processing. In addition, Chinese
participants showed greater activation than did Japanese participants in LSPL for Japanese
Kanji processing (Fig. 4 B). It has been reported that LSPL is involved in verbal working
memory (S. A. Chen & Desmond, 2005) and that the general function of LSPL is to store
phonological information for short-term working memory (Ravizza, Delgado, Chein,
Becker, & Fiez, 2004; Smith & Jonides, 1999). The LSPL is generally recruited for
phonologic processing of Chinese characters, but not for alphabetic words (L. H. Tan et al.,
2005). Similar to Chinese characters, LSPL has also frequently been associated with
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Japanese Kanji processing (Ha Duy Thuy et al., 2004; Ino et al., 2009; Kayako Matsuo et
al., 2010). As a specific overlap region in the current study, the LSPL is recruited for both
groups in each language in a rhyming task, which suggests that the LSPL may have the
same role during Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters processing, in which phonology
processing requires participants to maintain phonological information for a short-term
period to accomplish the task (L. H. Tan et al., 2005). Native brain networks of Chinese
participants can recognize single syllables without the assistance of the IFG. While
perceiving Japanese Kanji, which requires processing multiple syllables until the final unit
is selected, the increased activation of the LSPL in Chinese participants seems justified.
Considering that increasing LSPL activities accompany greater task difficulties (Assmus,
Marshall, Noth, Zilles, & Fink, 2005; Lewandowska, Piatkowska-Janko, Bogorodzki,
Wolak, & Szelag, 2010), accurate behavioral data could explain why the two groups both
showed an increased activation of LSPL during L2 processing. The accuracy of the two
groups in L2 processing was significantly lower than in L1 processing. Simply, the task
difficulty for L2 was higher than that for L1. Some studies have shown a positive
correlation between the proficiency of L2 and its neural substrate’s similarity with L1.
Namely, a higher proficiency in L2 results in more similarity to the activity pattern in L1
(Cao, Tao, et al., 2013; Perani et al., 1998; Stein et al., 2009). We cannot rule out the
possibility that increased activity in the regions that are active during L2 processing will
decline when the proficiency in the L2 language system is higher. When considered
together, the functions of LSPL in phonological processing might supplement prefrontal
regions, including the IFG, which naturally collaborate with the MFG and insula for
phonological processing in logographic languages.
In summary, in the present study, differences in phonological properties of Chinese
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characters and Japanese Kanji modulate cortical organization of processing the second
language in two manners. With respect to the assimilation/accommodation hypothesis, the
native language network of Japanese participants was sufficient for Chinese characters
processing, which reflects an assimilation pattern. Conversely, with the exception of the
basis of the original network, Chinese participants had to recruit Japanese Kanji-related
regions, including the bilateral IFG, to meet the increased phonological valence of
Japanese Kanji processing, which reflects an accommodation pattern. Interestingly, similar
to the asymmetry that was observed between Chinese and alphabetic characters, where the
alphabetic brain is insufficient to process Chinese characters (Cao, Vu, et al., 2013; Liu et
al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2012) and the Chinese brain is sufficient to
process alphabetic characters (English) (Cao, Tao, et al., 2013; Chee, Caplan, et al., 1999;
Chee et al., 2001; Chee, Tan, et al., 1999; Chee et al., 2000; Nelson et al., 2009; L. H. Tan
et al., 2003), we also observed an asymmetry between Chinese characters and Japanese
Kanji, where the brain network of Japanese Kanji is sufficient to process Chinese
characters. Nevertheless, the brain network that allows for the processing of Chinese
characters is insufficient for Japanese Kanji processing. This result may suggest that
Japanese reading is more universal or complex than Chinese reading.
A limitation of the present study is that we were unable to examine the influence of the
script level on the assimilation/accommodation hypothesis. Further studies are required to
determine the mechanisms of the script level that underlie the assimilation/accommodation
hypothesis. The crucial significance will not only reveal how the script level
independently influences the assimilation/accommodation hypothesis but also how the
script

level

interacts

with

the

phonological

level

to

influence

the

assimilation/accommodation hypothesis across character and linguistic forms.
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Chapter 4 Posterior insula role on semantic processing for
Japanese in Chinese-Japanese bilinguals
4.1 Summary
Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), much knowledge has been
gained in understanding how the brain is activated during controlled experiments of
language tasks in alphabetic subjects and in logographic language subjects. While
previous studies have compared performance between alphabetic and Chinese subjects,
few data were about Japanese-speaking individuals. In this study, we used fMRI to
investigate brain activations in processing Japanese semantic and font size by visual
judgment tasks in six Japanese subjects. Different activation patterns were observed
between semantic and font size judgment processing. We conclude that constellation of
neural substrates was different for semantic processing.

4.2 Background
Previous neuroimaging studies used functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to

clarify the different brain activities when bilingual speaker comprehend their first
language (L1) compare with their second language(L2) (Chee, Caplan, et al., 1999;
Hasegawa, Carpenter, & Just, 2002). Many studies showed the different activation patterns
of alphabetic language (e.g. English) and logographic language (e.g. Chinese characters)
(Kuo et al., 2001; Petersen, Fox, Posner, Mintun, & Raichle, 1988; Petersson, Reis,
Askelöf, Castro-Caldas, & Ingvar, 2000; Petersson, Reis, Castro-Caldas, & Ingvar, 1999;
Petersson, Reis, & Ingvar, 2001; Rüschemeyer, Fiebach, Kempe, & Friederici, 2005; Suh
et al., 2007; L. H. Tan, Liu, et al., 2001; L. H. Tan et al., 2000; Yokoyama et al., 2006). By
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a study of Chinese–English bilinguals’ brain activity processing of logographic Chinese
(L1) and alphabetic English (L2), it is reported that reading involves language-specific
neuro-cognitive systems in which alphabetic English (L2) reading is shaped by
logographic Chinese (L1) for bilinguals and different from native English speakers’ brain
activity (L. H. Tan et al., 2003). While previous studies have reported that
Chinese–English bilinguals’ alphabetic English (L2) reading is shaped by logographic
Chinese (L1) and different from native English speakers’. It is unclear that if bilingual’ L1
and L2 language are both logographic language (e.g. Chinese and Japanese),whether
logographic Japanese (L2) semantic and font size judgment processing for bilinguals is
different from native Japanese speakers’ brain activity.
For non-proficient Chinese–Japanese bilinguals it is reported that significantly greater
activation was observed in left inferior frontal cortex and left inferior parietal cortex with
the L2 learners in comparison with L1 speakers, significantly lower activation was
observed in the left middle temporal gyrus (Yokoyama et al., 2009). Our present study
utilizes whole-brain 3T fMRI to observe brain response during simple visual comparison
of paired Japanese semantic and font size in proficient Chinese–Japanese bilinguals and
Japanese group. We hypothesize that different activation patterns were observed between
Chinese–Japanese bilinguals and native Japanese in Japanese word processing.

4.3 Methods
In order to investigate the practicability of present device, a simple behavioral and fMRI
experiment task was executed.
There are 10 subjects in this fMRI study. These participants were five Chinese–Japanese
bilinguals (3 males and 2 females, aged 22–24 years mean age 23.2 years) and five
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Japanese native speakers (five females, aged 20–35 years, mean age 24.4 years). The
learners’ proficiency in grammar and vocabulary was assessed with the level 1 Japanese
language proficiency test, which was administered by Japan Educational Exchanges and
Service.
They were selected and participated in the fMRI study. We explained the details of the
information form and the consent form for them before we obtained their fingerprints or
signing. The protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Shengjing Hospital of
China Medical University.
Forty-eight pairs of synonymous Japanese words were used for synonym judgments (Fig
4.1). The other 48 pair of Japanese words was used for front size judgments. To minimize
the visual similarity of stimuli, the two Japanese characters in each pair shared as few
letters as possible. Japanese words were commonly used in terms of their frequency.

Figure 4.1 Examples of experimental stimuli used in the fMRI behavioral experiment.
The subject judged whether the two stimuli were same or not.

Semantic judgment

stimulus and Font size judgment stimulus.
The stimuli were shown through a LED projector system. In the semantic decision task
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(Fig 4.2), subjects decided whether the two viewed items semantically with each other. In
the font size decision task, subjects decided whether the two viewed items had a same
physical size. In each trial, a pair of characters was exposed synchronously for 2,500 msec,
one above and one below a fixation crosshair. After the presentation of the two items, a
fixation crosshair was exposed for 1,500 msec. Subjects indicated a positive response by
pressing the key corresponding to the index finger of their left hand and a negative
response by pressing the key corresponding to the index finger of their right hand.
Japanese items were randomized within 32-sec blocks comprised of 4 pairs of semantic
related items and 4 pairs of unrelated stimuli that served as fillers. In the control scan, 4
pairs of items had the same font size characters and another 4 pairs a different item.
Experiment 1 was conducted in a single run, consisting of 6 blocks for each of the 2
conditions (i.e., Japanese semantic decision and Japanese font size decision). Presentation
of the 2 conditions was counterbalanced and randomized across subjects.

Figure 4.2 Sequence design in the fMRI experiment.
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Statistical Parametric Mapping 8 (SPM8) software and Matlab7.5 were used for the
image and statistical analyses. At first, each of the 192 fMRI image volumes was
automatically realigned to the first image of the time series to correct for head movements
during the fMRI acquisition. Then, T1-weighted anatomical images were coregistered to
the first scan in the functional images. Next, the coregistered T1-weighted anatomical
images were normalized to standard T1 template images, as defined by the Montreal
Neurological Institute. Finally, these spatially normalized functional images were
smoothed with an isotopic Gaussian kernel of 8mm.

4.4 Results
In behavioral experiment: Average reaction times and response accuracy across subjects
in behavioral experiments were shown in (Fig 4.3). Regarding the average accuracy of
reaction, font size judgment task were higher than the semantic judgment task. Regarding
the average response times, Chinese–Japanese bilinguals showed longer response times
than native speakers (* p< 0.001), and semantic task showed longer response times than
font size task.

Figure 4.3 Average reaction time and response accuracy in behavioral experiments. Open
bars: semantic judgment task. Gray bars: font size judgment task. In terms of accuracy
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rates, there was a main effect of semantic vs font size (* p < 0.001), but no main effect of
Chinese - Japanese Bilinguals vs Native speakers. In terms of response times, there was a
main effect of semantic vs font size (* p < 0.001), and also main effect of Chinese Japanese Bilinguals vs Native speakers.
In fMRI experiment: Significant activations have been detected during the font size
judgment task and semantic judgment task. Fig 4.4 and 4.5 showed the maps of average
activation (n=5) for the two groups’ semantic judgment task versus font size judgment task
respectively.

Figure 4.4

Functional brain maps during the semantic versus font size. Mean
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normalized brain maps overlaid on the corresponding T1-weighted images showing
significant activation (in color; p<0.005, cluster size>50voxels Uncorrected) for 5
Japanese native speakers. .
Brain activations by semantic versus orthographic in the Japanese native speakers, the
results are briefly summarized significant activations in:

Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA6,

BA9 and BA44), Cingulate Gyrus (BA24), Superior Parietal Lobe (BA7) and Inferior
Parietal Lobe (BA39) and cerebellums. (P<0.005)

Figure 4.5 Functional brain maps during the semantic versus font size. Mean
normalized brain maps overlaid on the corresponding T1-weighted images showing
significant activation (in color; p<0.005, cluster size>50voxels Uncorrected) for 5
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Chinese–Japanese bilinguals.
Brain activations by semantic versus font size in the Chinese–Japanese bilinguals, the
results are briefly summarized significant activations in:

Posterior Cingulate (BA30),

Lingual Gyrus (BA18, BA17), Inferior Occipital Gyrus (BA19), Medial Frontal Gyrus
(BA6), Precentral Gyrus (BA9), Cingulate Gyrus (BA32), Medial Frontal Gyrus
(BA8,BA9) , Superior Temporal Gyrus (BA22) . Regions of significant activation during
two groups relative to the resting in subjects are shown in Table 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Stereotactic Coordinates, Z Values, and Corresponding Broadman Areas (BAs)
for Regions Activated Significantly (Brain activations by semantic versus font size in the
Japanese native speakers. P<0.005, uncorrected; cluster size>50voxels

Brain Region
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Inferior Frontal Gyrus
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Cerebullum
Cingulate Gyrus
Cerebullum
Superior Parietal Lobe
Inferior Parietal Lobe
Middle Frontal Gyrus

BA

Voxel

44
6
9
6/44
9
24
7
39
6

x

y
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-50
-48
-47
45
47
-25
15
8
34
-40
-43

155
105
137
79
86
78
66

z
18
10
22
6
14
-81
-23
-85
-58
-63
8

Z value
27
34
31
32
29
-48
44
-29
48
35
7

6.08
6.06
5.25
6.02
5.47
5.86
5.83
5.69
5.44
5.48
5.46

Table 4.2 Stereotactic Coordinates, Z Values, and Corresponding Broadman Areas (BAs)
for Regions Activated Significantly (Brain activations by semantic versus font size in the
Chinese–Japanese bilinguals. P<0.005, uncorrected; cluster size>50voxels
Brain Region
Posterior Cingulate
Lingual Gyrus
Inferior Occipital Gyrus
Lingual Gyrus
Medial Frontal Gyrus
Precentral Gyrus
Cingulate Gyrus
Medial Frontal Gyrus
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Superior Temporal Gyrus

BA

Voxel
30
18
19
17
6
9
32
8
9
22

417
1741
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115
108

x

y
-3
-4
-41
12
-8
-34
8
4
48
-43

z
-63
-96
-85
-93
22
3
20
14
18
8

Z value
5
-12
-10
-7
33
30
31
41
27
-3

3.81
3.22
3.02
2.9
3.41
3.27
2.85
2.8
2.82
2.79
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Greater activation for Japanese native speakers than Chinese–Japanese bilinguals.

Figure 4.6 Surface rendering of the SPM shows greater activation for Japanese native
speakers than Chinese–Japanese bilinguals. Threshold is set at p < 0.005 uncorrected at
cluster level.

4.5 Discussion
Brain activations by semantic versus orthographic in the Japanese native speakers, the
results are briefly summarized significant activations in:

Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA6,

BA9 and BA44), Cingulate Gyrus (BA24), Superior Parietal Lobe (BA7) and Inferior
Parietal Lobe (BA39) and cerebellums (Fig 4.4). (P<0.005) Previous studies have shown
that the right middle frontal gyrus (BA9/46, 44) responds preferentially to picture
encoding, maintains items in the working memory, and supports access to visuospatial
representations.
Brain activations by semantic versus font size in the Chinese–Japanese bilinguals, the
results are briefly summarized significant activations in:

Posterior Cingulate (BA30),

Lingual Gyrus (BA18, BA17), Inferior Occipital Gyrus (BA19), Medial Frontal Gyrus
(BA6), Precentral Gyrus (BA9), Cingulate Gyrus (BA32), Medial Frontal Gyrus
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(BA8,BA9) , Superior Temporal Gyrus (BA22) (Fig.5). (P<0.005)
Greater activation for Chinese–Japanese bilinguals than Japanese native speakers.

Figure 4.7 Surface rendering of the SPM shows greater activation for Chinese–Japanese
bilinguals than Japanese native speakers. Threshold is set at p < 0.005 uncorrected at
cluster level.
Amongst others (Luke, Liu, Wai, Wan, & Tan, 2002; Perani et al., 2003; Price, Green, &
Von Studnitz, 1999), Regarding the fMRI and ROI result, there was significantly less
activation in BA44 for Chinese–Japanese bilinguals than for Japanese native speakers (Fig
4.6).This pattern of brain activations is in striking contrast to the neural networks
responsible for reading Chinese and English by bilingual subject (L. H. Tan et al., 2003),
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and Chinese–Japanese bilinguals’ Japanese (L2) reading is also shaped by logographic
Chinese (L1), it consistent with previous study.
In contrast, as we speculated, the Chinese–Japanese bilinguals showed significantly
greater activation than Japanese native speakers in BA7 and left posterior insula (Fig 4.7).
Greater activation in BA7 is consistent with previous imaging data from semantic
judgments and word generation of logographs also implicated these regions in
coordination and integration of linguistic and visual-spatial analyses (Kuo et al., 2001; L.
H. Tan, Liu, et al., 2001; L. H. Tan et al., 2000) though these areas are not activated in
passive viewing tasks (Y. Chen, Fu, Iversen, Smith, & Matthews, 2002; Klein, Milner,
Zatorre, Meyer, & Evans, 1995; Klein et al., 2006). This could be due to the fact that the
conceptual representation associated with words of L2 in individuals having learnt L1 and
L2 successively might activate an additional set of semantic features as the one activated
by the conceptual representation associated with the translation equivalents in L1 (Isel,
Baumgaertner, Thrän, Meisel, & Büchel, 2010) . For posterior insula, Here to account for
the increased activation observed in the mid-insula for late bilinguals, we can only
speculate that the primed condition in late bilinguals might have led the brain to produce
spontaneously more images, voices, thoughts, and feelings which constitute the
‘‘stimulus-independent thought” associated with a specific concept.
In conclusion, different activation patterns were observed between semantic and font
size judgment processing. We conclude that constellation of neural substrates was different
for semantic processing.
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Chapter 5 General Conclusion and Future Challenges
5.1 General conclusions
The dissertation is composed by three experiments. The first experiments investigated
the character form processing of the two logographic language (Chinese character and
Japanese kanji). The second experiments investigated the phonological level processing
between native and second language in bilinguals. The third experiments investigated
semantic level processing in Chinese–Japanese bilinguals and Japanese group.
Chapter 2 describes the first experiment. Using whole-brain 3T fMRI, utilize the
features of Chinese word and Japanese kanji are visually similar, t The aim of the present
study was to investigate whether the activation pattern of fusiform area of Chinese words
and Japanese kanji which involved in character form processing are consistent. A group of
Chinese-Japanese bilinguals and another group of Japanese-Chinese bilinguals were
recruited to performing font size judgment tasks using both Chinese words and Japanese
kanji. The behavior results show longer response times for the Japanese group when
compared with the Chinese group in both Chinese words and Japanese Kanji; however,
there was no different in accuracy. Moreover for the response time, neither a main effect
nor interaction was observed. The imaging result showed that Japanese Kanji and Chinese
words were both activated in a set of overlapping regions. In particular, conjunction result
across Chinese-Japanese bilinguals and Japanese-Chinese bilinguals indicated that the
activation of the bilateral fusiform occurred not only during Chinese words font size
judgment but was also observed during Japanese Kanji processing, which indicated that
characters form processing of these two languages is very similar. Current results
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suggesting that Japanese Kanji and Chinese words are processed using the same strategy
and same pattern of bilateral fusiform activation during font size judgment
Chapter 3 describes the second experiment. Considering that the features of Chinese
characters and Japanese Kanji are visually similar, but phonologically different, the aim of
the present study was to investigate how the assimilation/accommodation pattern may be
modulated at the phonological level. The behavior results show longer response times and
lower accuracies for L2 when compared with L1 in both participant groups. With the
respect in imaging result, Chinese participants showed additional activation in the bilateral
inferior frontal gyrus region when viewing Japanese Kanji processing, but not while
viewing Chinese characters. Conversely, Japanese participants utilized the bilateral
inferior frontal gyrus region for processing both Japanese Kanji and Chinese characters.
Our current results still support the assimilation/accommodation hypothesis, where
Japanese participants showed an assimilation pattern, but Chinese participants showed an
accommodation pattern.
Chapter 4 describes the third experiment. Present study utilizes whole-brain 3T fMRI to
observe brain response during semantic comparison of paired Japanese kanji in proficient
Chinese–Japanese bilinguals and Japanese group. Subjects decided whether the two
viewed items semantically with each other. Regarding the average response times,
Chinese–Japanese bilinguals showed longer response times than native Japanese.
Semantic task showed longer response times than font size task. The Chinese–Japanese
bilinguals showed significantly greater activation than Japanese native speakers in BA7
and left posterior insula. This could be due to the fact that the conceptual representation
associated with words of L2 in individuals having learnt L1 and L2 successively might
activate an additional set of semantic features as the one activated by the conceptual
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representation associated with the translation equivalents in L1.

5.2 Future challenges
Although we find the fact that across three important elements of language which
including the orthographic, phonology and semantic, the differences properties of Chinese
characters and Japanese Kanji modulate cortical organization of processing the second
language in distinct manners. Visual word recognition requires the mapping of both
character and linguistic forms. Alphabetic (e.g., English) and logographic (e.g., Chinese)
languages are significantly different at both the script and phonological levels. Further
studies are required to not only determine the mechanisms of interacts with the each level
to influence the assimilation/accommodation hypothesis, but also across character and
linguistic forms.
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Appendix
I . Indication of Japanese language proficiency test
Level

A summary of linguistic competence required for each level
The ability to understand Japanese used in a variety of circumstances.

・One is able to read writings with logical complexity and/or
abstract writings on a variety of topics, such as newspaper editorials and
critiques, and comprehend both their structures and contents.
2.
・One is also able to read written materials with profound
contents on various topics and follow their narratives as well as understand
the intent of the writers comprehensively.
1.

N1


・One is able to comprehend orally presented materials such as
coherent conversations, news reports, and lectures, spoken at natural speed
in a broad variety of settings, and is able to follow their ideas and
comprehend their contents comprehensively. One is also able to understand
the details of the presented materials such as the relationships among the
people involved, the logical structures, and the essential points.

The ability to understand Japanese used in everyday situations, and in a variety
of circumstances to a certain degree.

N2


・One is able to read materials written clearly on a variety of
topics, such as articles and commentaries in newspapers and magazines as
well as simple critiques, and comprehend their contents.

・One is also able to read written materials on general topics and
follow their narratives as well as understand the intent of the writers.


・One is able to comprehend orally presented materials such as
coherent conversations and news reports, spoken at nearly natural speed in
everyday situations as well as in a variety of settings, and is able to follow
their ideas and comprehend their contents. One is also able to understand
the relationships among the people involved and the essential points of the
presented materials.
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The ability to understand Japanese used in everyday situations to a certain
degree.

N3


・One is able to read and understand written materials with
specific contents concerning everyday topics.

・One is also able to grasp summary information such as
newspaper headlines.

・In addition, one is also able to read slightly difficult writings
encountered in everyday situations and understand the main points of the
content if some alternative phrases are available to aid one’s
understanding.


・One is able to listen and comprehend coherent conversations in
everyday situations, spoken at near-natural speed, and is generally able to
follow their contents as well as grasp the relationships among the people
involved.

The ability to understand basic Japanese.

N4


・One is able to read and understand passages on familiar daily
topics written in basic vocabulary and kanji.


・One is able to listen and comprehend conversations encountered
in daily life and generally follow their contents, provided that they are
spoken slowly.

The ability to understand some basic Japanese.

N5


・One is able to read and understand typical expressions and
sentences written inhiragana, katakana, and basic kanji.

・One is able to listen and comprehend conversations about topics
regularly encountered in daily life and classroom situations, and is able to
pick up necessary information from short conversations spoken slowly.
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II. Stimulus list

Japanese semantic
Yes
支持 応援
範囲 境域
依頼 要請
会話 雑談
無口 寡黙
好評 人気
疑問 不信
死角 盲点
発達 成長
勘当 絶縁
堪忍 辛抱
寛大 広量
着実 地道
一服 休息
重要 主力
真似 模倣
継承 相続
準備 用意
周到 万全
利害 得失
邪魔 阻害
接続 連結
冷静 沈着
改変 一新

No
(援助する)
親近 疎遠
(範囲・分野)
偶発 計画
(願い出る)
外観 内容
(会話する)
油断 警戒
(あまり話さない様子) 開始 終了
(評判がよい様子)
解放 拘束
(疑う)
簡潔 冗長
(見えないところ)
問題 解答
(育つ)
寛大 狭量
(関係を切ること)
寛容 厳格
(耐える)
地上 空中
(心が広い様子)
理性 感情
(堅実な様子)
臨時 定期
(休む)
富裕 貧乏
(重要である様子)
発生 終結
(まねる)
平行 交差
(継ぐ)
放任 規制
(ととのえる)
悪者 善人
(備える)
冒頭 末尾
(利害)
雨天 快晴
(妨げる)
教師 生徒
(つなぐ)
自然 人工
(落ち着いた様子)
実質 形式
(改める)
収縮 膨張
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Japanese phonology
Yes
要請 発生
冷静 規制
冗長 膨張
鈍感 外観
貧乏 辛抱
臨時 支持
問題 寛大
冒頭 解答
終了 狭量
疎遠 応援
厳格 計画
教師 開始
寛容 重要
休息 拘束
連結 簡潔
実質 得失
人工 平行
放任 善人
感情 地上
模倣 開放
盲点 雨天
快晴 理性
成長 慎重
油断 雑談

No
境域 依頼
範囲 不信
会話 絶縁
寡黙 疑問
収縮 無口
広量 発達
勘当 交差
継承 堪忍
寛大 富裕
一服 地道
真似 主力
万全 利害
好評 改変
一新 沈着
接続 警戒
相続 形式
周到 雑談
邪魔 偶発
用意 死角
着実 準備
阻害 空中
終結 定期
生徒 自然
悪者 成長
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Japanese font sizse
Yes
要境 域依
囲不 相沈
話無 死然
忍縮 依大
会口 邪発
量疑 問勘
当交 差継
承堪 工束
似主 油談
終量 害好
評改 変一
鈍観 続警
冷制 戒相
続形 感上
到雑 談邪
冒答 連潔
画教 師開
乏辛 備阻
害空 中終
答終 了狭
徒自 然悪
者成 感外
観貧 長請
量疎 制冗

No
要境 冷制
戒相 続形
感上 到雑
談邪 冒答
連潔 画教
師開 乏辛
備阻 害空
中終 答終
了狭 徒自
然悪 話無
感外 観貧
長請 量疎
制冗 承堪
死然 者成
工束 似主
油談 終量
害好 評改
変一 鈍観
続警 忍縮
依大 会口
邪発 量疑
問勘 当交
差継 域依
囲不 相沈
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Chinese semantic
Yes
1.延误 耽搁
2.差异 不同
3.帮凶 爪牙
4.包庇 偏袒
5.干净 清洁
6.抱歉 内疚
7.败北 失利
8.勤奋 努力
9.笨蛋 傻瓜
10.职务 头衔
11.意见 看法
12.立刻 马上
13.时尚 流行
14.诚实 守信
15.收拾 整理
16.更新 变动
17.打仗 战争
18.象征 标志
19.总结 概括
20.宽广 辽阔
21.鞠躬 行礼
22.丈夫 老公
23.弟兄 哥们
24.安逸 舒适

No
1.恐惧 无畏
2.激动 冷静
3.润滑 干巴
4.延长 缩短
5.收获 播种
6.厌恶 爱好
7. 暗箭 明枪
8.成功 失败
9. 平常 别致
10.陈旧 崭新
11.平坦 崎岖
12.清淡 油腻
13.关心 冷漠
14.精华 糟粕
15.恶毒 慈祥
16.单独 共同
17.进攻 撤退
18.上升 下降
19.诞生 去世
20.保持 放弃
21.紧张 松弛
22.迷惑 清醒
23.团聚 分别
24.噩耗 佳音
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Chinese phonology
Yes

No

1. 恐惧 团聚
2. 爱好 噩耗
3. 努力 失利
4. 延误 职务
5. 暗箭 意见
6. 马上 时尚
7. 更新 关心
8. 战争 象征
9. 概括 辽阔
10. 偏袒 平坦
11. 延长 平常
12. 鞠躬 老公
13 弟兄 帮凶
14. 内疚 陈旧
15. 冷静 干净
16. 差异 安逸
17. 笨蛋 清淡
18. 诚实 收拾
19. 单独 恶毒
20. 精华 润滑
21. 成功 进攻
22. 上升 诞生
23. 松弛 保持
24. 收获 迷惑

1.无畏 厌恶
2.紧张 放弃
3.头衔 耽搁
4.包庇 缩短
5.播种 流行
6.抱歉 标志
7.败北 别致
8.勤奋 失败
9.舒适 私下
10.崭新 行李
11 爪牙 整理
12.立刻 油腻
13 哥们 守信
14 糟粕 傻瓜
15. 慈祥 变动
16. 共同 明枪
17. 打仗 撤退
18. 下降 冷漠
19. 总结 去世
20. 宽广 看法
21 肮脏 激动
22. 丈夫 清醒
23. 分别 干巴
24. 佳音 崎岖
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Chinese font sizse
Yes

No

1.延同 搁不
2.异耽 差袒
3.庇爪 帮牙
4.包偏 误凶
5.理充 歉满
6.抱内 含疚
7.北利 头新
8.勤努 蛋败
9.笨务 力奋
10.职傻 立衔
11.瓜法 岖获
12.刻行 开马
13.时流 尚见
14.诚整 动信
15 饱变 守收
16.更拾 实概
17.总广 志争
18.象仗 标老
19.打征 阔失
20.辽结 躬括
21.鞠行 哥宽
22.丈战 夫公
23.弟适 们安
24.逸兄 舒恐

1.动礼 激畏
2.惧无 巴冷
3缩静 润长
4.延滑 种短
5.恶别 收爱
6.厌关 成看
7.败法 明播
8.功枪 时腻
9.心崭 旧干
10.致陈 暗新
11.冷常 箭明
12.清好 失淡
13.暂长 久油
14.精恶 华粕
15.糟慈 毒祥
16.单撤 进下
17.同独 退共
18.保攻 清团
19. 持诞 迷降
20.紧生 上驰
21世松 弃升
22. 醒放 张祸
23去佳 耗别
24.噩聚 音分
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Publications
Journal papers
1. Similar neural substrate for font size processing in bilinguals: An fMRI study
Zhenglong Lin, Jiajia Yang, Xiujun Li, Geqi Qi, Hongzan Sun, Qiyong Guo, Jinglong
Wu. Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering, In press (2016).
2.

Posterior insula role on semantic processing for Japanese in Chinese-Japanese
bilinguals. Xiujun Li, Zhenglong Lin, Qiyong Guo, Jinglong Wu. Journal of
Information, Vol.17, No.6 (A), pp. 2445-2462 (2014).

International conference papers
1. Morphology of Chinese and Japanese kanji processing in Chinese-Japanese
bilinguals: an fMRI study. Zhenglong Lin, Jinglong Wu, Xiujun Li, Qiyong Guo.
IEEE/ICME International Conference on Complex Medical Engineering, (Beijing,
China) pp. 180-185 (2013).

2. Differential activity of phonological and orthographic processing of Japanese word:
an fMRI study. Xiujun Li, Zhenglong Lin, Ryoji Koyama, Jinglong Wu, Hongzan
Sun, Qiyong Guo. IEEE/ICME International Conference on Complex Medical
Engineering, (Harbin, China), pp.549-554 (2011).
Conference papers and oral presentation
1. Neural substrates of language processing in Japanese kanji and Chinese characters: an
fMRI study. Zhenglong Lin, Jiajia Yang, Satoshi Takahashi, Jinglong Wu. Proceeding
of the 24th Annual conference of the SICE Chugoku Chapter. pp. 152-153 (2015). In
Japanese.
2. Semantic processing of native and second language in Japanese-Chinese bilinguals: an
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fMRI study. Takahumi Suzuki, Jinglong Wu, Satoshi Takahashi, Jiajia Yang, Xiujun
Li, Ryoji Koyama, Geqi Qi, Zhenglong Lin, Qiyong Guo. Executive Committee of
JSME Annual Meeting. Lecture No. J 024012 (2013). In Japanese.

3. Differential activity of semantic and font size processing of Japanese word by
Chinese- Japanese bilingual. Zhenglong Lin, Xiujun Li, Jinglong Wu. The 2012
International Symposium on Early Detection and Rehabilitation Technology of
Dementia (DRD2012), P08 (2012).
Book chapters
1. Language Processing in the Human Brain of Literate and Illiterate Subjects. Xiujun Li,
Zhenglong Lin, Jinglong Wu. Biomedical Engineering and Cognitive Neuroscience
for Healthcare: Interdisciplinary Applications. Chapter 21. Book, IGI Global
published pp.201-209 (2013).
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